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the conversational Latin of common life ; and 
its natural sense is not . unfavourable, for spectz"o 
was the technical term used of augurs looking 
at signs of the Divine will revealed by the god. 
High dass Latin, however, preferred a different 
wotd. 

A third difficulty lies in the rarity of allusions in 
literature to the custom of making and keeping 
memorials of such visions. But it is precis'ely 
about matters of this kind that ancient literature 
always fails us: it took little note of common life 
and vulgar practices, such as this. One, example, 
however, is recorded, namely, the case of Aristides, 
who always carried about his tessera or Synthema 
on his person. It is '!!. reasonable conjecture from 

' 

what he tells us, though from its very nature incap
able of verification unless the actual tessera be 
found, that on his Synthetna he engraved his new 
name, Theodorus, and the date when he saw the 
god. Many public memorials, both in the West 
and still more in the Eastern Provinces; erected 
'at the command of the god,'. attest the frequency 
of such visions. The private and secret memorials 
are less evident, becau·s.e they were 'naturally more 
allusive and less explanatory. Neither kind can be 
traced easily in literature. 

Rostowzew does not quote either the passage of · 
Revelation or the incident in the life of Aristides ; 
but these are likely to be quoted in ·future as a 
strong confirmation of his views. 

------·+·-----.,..--

HEREDITY. 
THE PRINCIPLES OF HEREDITY, By G. 

Archdall Reid, M. B., F.R.S.E. (Chapmmt 
& Hall. IZS. 6d, net,) 

DR. ARCHDALL R,EID has written this book for 
medical men. 'The evidence relied on is drawn 
lirgely from medical sources ; medical men form 

.. the ·largest body of stientific workers ; they deal 
constantly with questions of Heredity, a know
ledge of which is of great importance to them; 
but in a measure they have neglected the systematic 
study of the subject.' 

But Dr. · Archdall Reid hopes that 'the 'pro
fessional biologist and the general reader will not 
find the work devoid of interest.' The 'general 
reader' is likely to be a preacher. And perhaps 
some knowledge of Heredity is as necessary to. the 
work of the preacher as to the medical man ; 
probably it has been as cruelly neglected in his 
education. A few, a very few, preachers are now 
alive to its importance. They wiii be among the 
general readers of this great book. 

It is a text"book. Unfortunately for the general 
reader there are theories and counter-theories in 
tlie doctrine of Heredity, and they go to its very 
roots. . Do acquired charact~rs go down to posterity, 
or do they not? That is fundamental. Dr. Arch
dall Reid says they do not. He is one of the most 
distinguished advocates of 'that theory of Heredity 

which excludes all inheritance of characters 
acquired in the lifetime of the individual.' But 
probably the interest of the subject is not made 
less by these fundamental differences. 

As . for Dr. Archdall Reid, the doctrine to 
which he gives his strength is the doctrine of 
Recapitulation. By that; if it is established, 
his fame will stand. · The doctrine of Re
capitulation is in these words : ' The develop
ment of the individual is a recapitulation of the 
life -history of the race.' What that means, it 
takes Dr. Archdall Reid a· long chapter of his 
book to explain, and no unnecessary words 
are used. So it cannot be condensed into a 
paragraph. 

And there is so much else in the book to attend 
to. Dr. Archdall Reid is a fiery temperance 
reformer, who abhors teetotalism. His cure for 
drunkenness is perfect freedom to every man and 
woman on earth to drink as much as he pleases. 
The Israelite was a drunkard until he entered 
Canaan and sat down under his own vine and 
could drink to his soul's satiety. The great 
majority of Englishmen , are now temperate, 
because they have so many opportunities of'getti1ig 
drunk. · 

And this also has to do with Heredity. 
Altogether it is a fascinating volume; admirably 

written, and fiercely believed. 
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THE LIFE OF REASON. 
THE LIFE OF REASON; I. REASON IN 

COMMON SENSE. 2. ·REASON IN SOCIETY. 

By George Santayana. (Constable; .2 .vols., 
ss. net, each.) 

Professor. George Santayana has resolved to 
write. the Biography of Reason. He counts it 
.possible to overtake so large a topic in five 
Yolumes. Two of ;the five are published as above. 
The .. remaining three will be called Reason in 
Religion, Reason in Art, and Reason in Science. 
· The enterprise is at once.attractive. It appeals 

to our desire for completeness. It appea:ls to our 
reason. It is dear in a moment that Professor 
Santayana uses Reason in the philosophicf1,1; not. 
the popular sense, for he speaks of. the Reason 
that is fomid in common-sense, while we have 
popularly understood that reason is common-sense, 
and common-sense reason. It is further clear, 
very soon, that Professor Santayana is a severely 
scientific writer. He~ is neither . imaginative nbr 
sentimental. Still the ·first impression is right. 
These volumes are· easily read, and emipently 
reasonable. If we find. it possible to. go. to the 
end of the series, it is certain that we: shall feel 
reasonable satisfaction: and be reasonably bene-
fited.. . , · 

But what is the· Life. of Reason ? It is a history 
of human progress. Reason in man is that which 
in.akes him dissatisfied and keeps him so. till pro
gress is made. For it is dissatisfaction with what 
he has attained to, and the reaching out towards 
an unattained ideal,•that .sends man forward. 

Reason acts in two ways, on two different types 
of life, and brings them together. The one type is 
the life of impulse, expressed in affairs and social 
passions; the other is the life of reflexion, expressed 
in religion;, science, and the imitative arts. Pro
gress is made by the fusion , of these two, types, 
and it is the 'business of Reason to· bring them 
together. 

When Reason brings together impulse apd 
n~flexion, then. reflexion, always issues in action, 
and action always ends in happiness. The barren
pess of most men's (and women;s) lives, and. the 
misery of them, is due to the almost total separation 
of impulse and reflexion in the world. It is the 
great mission of Reason to end the separation and 
make for progress. 
· .. The· first. chapter in the second volume is a 
chapter on Love. Many· chapters have been 

written on Love, as· well as many s.onnets; but 
never a chapter nor a sonnet like this. Does 
Professor Santayana glorify Love, like. the· poet ? 
He does. . Does he criticise it and mate.rialize it, 
like the scientist? He does. His originality lies 
in the combination. There lies also his valu.e ; for 

· there lies progress. 
And Professor Santayana is a writer. He doe:s 

n~t despise paradox. 'A Don Juan and a Dante 
are both genuine lovers '-that is one of his 
sentences. 

. ·i 

r J 

In the year of John Knox, in the year when men 
have made such mighty progress in their estimate 
of John Knox's imperishable gift to Scotland and 
the Church, it is fitting that there should be also 
.SO!lJe recollectio.n of the men who followed in 
Knox's footsteps.. They are•called The Covenanters. 
Under that simple title a simple narrative of the 
life and death of the Covenanters has been written 
by the Rev. John Beveridge, B.D., and published 
by Messrs. T. & T. Clark (6d.). It is one of that 
firm's famous 'Bible Class Primers.' 

Dr. Lyman Abbott has written a .new book on 
Preaching. At least he has published· a new 
book. · For he confesses that some of the book 
has been published more than once already.. He 
has gathered together some things written· by him 
long ago on the business of preaching and the 
person of the preacher, and he has. written some 
new things. And now he publishes to the world 
all that his great office has ever meant to him, all 
that it is ever likely now to mean. The title of the 
book is The Christian Ministry (James Clarke & 
Co.; ss. net). 

Dr. Lyman Abbott is a very modern preacher. 
Even for America he is very modern. But in his 
Broad Street phraseology he says the things that 
are eternal. For he has discovered that what is 
the matter with much of our preaching is not that 
it is unattractive, but that it has no abiding in- · 
fluence. When the grace of the fashion of it 
perisheth there is nothing left. Dr. Lyman Abbott 
would agree with the Apostle Paul that the preacher 
is a builder, .. and should build his house with the 
certainty in his.: mind that there will be a fire. 
Not ofwood,.hay, stubble; therefore. ! 
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To the preacher himself, what Dr. Lyman Ab bott 
has to say might be' summed up, in two,phrases: 
Never rememb'er that you are ar preacher and 
nev.er forget it. 

The Story of the English Baptists has. been 
'related' by Mr. John C. Carlile (J ames Clarke & 

. Co.; 3s. 6d. net). · It has been related in a popular 
fireside manner, there being in these days. a, very 
large au_dience, far exceeding the numbers of the 
Baptists tl;lemselves, who. want to. listen to. this 
story. It has been related. f0r, the interest of those 
who are wjtl).out. Stress is laid on the things that 
are of universal excellence; space is given to the 
most excellent men and women. Spurgeon has 
his. place, a. large place, in. the book, and all the 
world. accepts Spurgeoh now. .So· the book will 
remOVF!' mislike. and open· the way a: little to that 
!:>et~e,r.tJnderstanding of .the·.comprehensiveness of 

· the )dngd.om. of Go<:l .•. · ' 

The Christian World Pulpit (Jam$ Clarke & 
Co. ;. 4S; 6di) contains good sermons and the ser
mons contain good sayings. 1et us test the new 
volume (it is vol. 67) by some of its sentences. 

Dr. Horton; preaching in the. City Temple on 
February 6, said : 'M'y great mistake in life was 
that I did not go out as a missionary. 1 would 
give the world now to have done. it.' 

Mr, G; K .. Chesterton, speaking in Hengler's 
Circus on the same day, said : 'The great evil and 
the great sin of the English people-the only 
essential sin of the English people-is the fact 
that they do not believe in equality. I am an 

· enorm,ous believer in· the spirit and genius of my 
own people. I believe that the English are not 
only right upon a hundred matters, but that they are 
nowhere so right as on those particular pointS/ upon 
which the whole of the rest of the world is wrong. 
For instance, if Napoleon had conquered this islarid, 
he would have succeeded. in making all 'the roads 
straight; and if Nelson and the other Englishmen · 
fought with the deliberate consciousness that they, 
were resisting the. making of the English roads 
straight;· I· think they were absolutely right and 
died gloriousdeaths; The one country where yoi.t 
can: find a really romantic and beautiful COJmtry_, 
side, ·made natti.ral ··by· the operation· of the ages; 
by the people themselves, is England; EngHurd is. 
a sacred and divine countr-y, because it is the only 
country in. the world where,they do not use• stoves. 

The open: fire. is by far the most poetic, and it 
embraces the proper idea. • So that when I say 
there is a great sin and shame upcin the. English 
character, I say it with entire absence of that 
cheap and. babyish kind of criticism of your own 
country for-the sake of criticising, which is far too 
common, more so tha'n all other forms of scepticism 
in the modern world. The one serious. sin of the 
English people is that sin which Thackeray de· 
scribed as snobbishness, which otherwise may be 
defined as ·the disbelief in human equality.' 

The Bishop of Ripon.went to Harvard in 1904 
and in the Phillips Brooks House there· he de~ 
livered the William Belden Noble Lectures. Re
membering WHliam Belden. Noble and Phillips 
Brooks, the. Bishop. of R~pon had not to )lesitate 
a moment in the .choic~ .. bf 1his1 subject. . He chose 
The. Witness to. tM Injlue7Jce:of <Chits! (Constable; 
4s .. 6d. net). He left aside the .mitTitcles and pro" 
phecy and .an the •ordinary stock~in-trade of the 
professional apologist. He , told the American 
audience, who listened with joy: to his melodious 
aristocratic voice; what Christ was to him, why he 
believed: Him; andJoved Him, as he did. It was 
for His influence. And he ran through the history 
of the Church, and showed that in every generation 
it was the influerice .Qf, Christ Himself that kept 
Christianity alive. He was: so bold as tO say that 
the painters. and sculptors,· and even the· men of 
physical-science fame in. our own day, owed all 
that was great and good. in them to the influence 
of the person of Christ. , As. for himself and those 
who sympathized with hii)), the song wa:s always 
breaking forth from t).1eir lips : ' Thou hast loved us, 
and l6osed. us from our sins, and made us kings 
and. priests unto God.' 

The Biblical Illustrator, now. passed into the 
hands of Mr. Francis, Griffiths, of 34 Maiden Lane,· 
in the Strand, is still appearing. Two volumes~ 
have just been published together. They cover 
the Minor Prophets (7s. 6d. each, net)• In these 
volumes there is, less packing, a paragraph does 
not often. cover more than: ten pages, because· the' 
Minor Prophets are not so 'often preacheq from· as< 
other books,of the Bible. The publishers shouldt 
make a rus~ to< the. end ·now, for there is, sotne· 
risk th;:tt. we.shall, have left this .style of: preaching;· 
with its ~ifirstli~s,' 'secondlies/ and'' thirdlies,' be
fpre the' last• V.olume~ is out; · : · 
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The Sunday School edition of St. Paul's Travels 
has been written by Mrs. Carus-Wilson, B.A., and 
published by Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton (Is.). 

Class-leading is a serious business and there are 
Wesleyans who take it seriously. Their vade-

' mecum, their indispensable companion by day, 
arid the source of all their. happy inspirations in 
the evening, has been prepared by Mr. Thomas 
Barclay. Its title is The Class-Leader at Work 
(Kelly; 2s. 6d. net). With this book (at least 
after studying it) anybody could be a class-leader. 
Class-leading· will now be a more serious and a 
more successful business than ever. 

Messrs. Owen, of 286 High Holborn, are the 
publishers of a students' manual of Psychology (6s. 
net) which comes from America. The author is 
:Or. Alfred Cook, formerly Fellow of J ohns Hopkins 
University. Two classes have been. before Dr. 
Cook's eye.. First those who are beginning the 
study of Psychology, and next those who wish 
to gather into one what they have already learnt. 
And Dr. Cook's method is to teach by way of 
illustration. He loves formal definitions; but he 

. loves better to illustrate his definitions, and give 
many concrete examples. 

Is not Dr. Cook's method the only method of 
teaching? And the more numerous the examples, 
if they are examples, the better. · Dr. Cook gives 
us example upon example, long aJter we have .seen 
the meaning of his pr6position ; for he will have 
us remember it for ever as well as see it for the 
moment. 

The Religious Tract Society has published a 
series of 'letters.' Each letter has its own title and 
its own a~thor, but the whole series is known as 
'Letters to my Brothers.' They are the latest .for 

.sending in envelopes to young men. They are 
the best. 

On a subject like the Sibyls there is room for 
various hands. Miss Mariana Monteiro has 
written and published a book which differs utterly 
from, say, Professor Geffcken's work. For Pro
fessor Geffcken is critical and Miss Monteiro is 
not so. Miss Monteiro says that some authors 
had formed the idea that the Sibyls were mythical 
beings, .and not real prophets sent by God; ''!'his 
idea 'is quite erroneous'; and she refers to Plato, 

Virgil, 'and other pagan writers who · exi!!ted 
before the coming of Christ,' men 'of undoubted 
veracity,' who have 'spoken and described 
them as real women endowed with the gift of 
prophecy by God Himself, on account of their 
virgintty, and sent to the Gentiles, lest they 
should ever allege that God had only favoured 
the Jews.' 

Miss Monteiro gives the portraits of the twelve 
Sibyls, which she fo-und in a French and Latin 
volume of 1586 in the British Museum. She also 
writes their lives and translates their oracles. The 
title of her book is As David and the Sibyls Say 
(Sands ; 3s. 6d. net). 

A good book to keep those who have scientific 
gifts steadfast and immovable on the Supernatural 
has been published by Mr. Elliot Stock. Its 
author is the Rev; W. L. Paige Cox, M.A.; and 
its title Aids to Belief in the Miracles and Dt'vt'nity 
of Chrt'st (2s. 6d. net). 

Under the title of The Ort'ginal Poem of Job 
(Fisher Unwin) Dr. E. J. Dillon makes popular 
the theories of Professor Bickell as to the laws of 
Hebrew metre, as well as Pro(essor Bickell's dis
covery of a Saidic manuscript ·of the Septuagint, 
which omits certain passages in the Book of Job. 
The result is a new version, and; more than that, a · 
new Job. For not onlyhave we many new readings 
and many· new arrangements of the old readings, 
but we have also so many omissions that the char
acter of Job is seen in a new light, and the problem 
of the book receives a new solution. Dr. Dillon's 
attachment to Bickell is·touching. Scholars hold 
their hand more. But if this is not the real 
original form of the Book of Job, it is at least a 
most interesting version. 

The Rev. Francis J. Hall, D.D., Instructor of 
Theology in the Western Theological Seminary of 

· Chicago, has written three volumes of ' Theological 
· Outlines,' which deserve the attention of the student 

of the Bible. They are thoroughly biblical and 
they are thoroughly theological.. The literature 
also has .. beeri used all along the line and it is 
tersely recorded. A second edition of the first 
volume on The Doctrine ·of God is 'now ready 
(London: William Wa,lker; 4s. 6d. net). 

A few stories remain this month. The Religious 
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Tract SoCiety has published The Ambitions of 
Jenny .lngram (2s.) and The Soul of Honour 
(2s. 6d. ). ' Both books are everything that they 
ough~ to be in taste and moral purpose, And both 
are real stories. Who is Flora KJickmann the 

' ' author of Jenny .lttgram? We. have not heard 
of her before, but we shall hear· of her again. 
Hesba Stre.tton we know. The Soul of Honour 
is quite fit for its place besid~ Jessica's First 
Prayer. 

The scene of Frances Hariott Wood's · new 
book-For an Atonement (Griffiths)-is Ramoth, 
one of the cities of Refuge. It is less a ~tory 
than a description, The author has evidently 

more skill ip painting scenery than in weaving 
plots. 

Two thoroughly good storie~ have come from 
Messrs. Constable-Isidro, by Mary Austen (6s.), 
and The Outlet, by Andy Adams (6s.). The 
Outlet is a tale of Texas in the early days of 
cattle breeding there, But Ist'dro is the best 
book for summer reading that has reached us. 
It is a story of Californian iife in the beginning 
of the nineteenth <:;entury, Spaniards and Indians 
in contact, deep plotting and fierce fighting, and 
especially the impulsiveness and the passion of 
love. Padre Tomas is a great creation, although 
he is not the niost conspicuous person in the book. 

------·~·------

I. 

IN THE ExPOSITORY TIMES for August this 
subject is touched upon, and Mr. Fiddes invites 
readers to giye any experience they may have 
undergone in reference to it. On two distinct 
occasions I have experienced the same thing that 
is mentioned about John Mackintosh, having 
awoken ih the act of prayer, once for my wife 
and once for my parents. On each occasion 
there was a feeling of genuine happiness, but on 
neither did I have the slightest idea as to what 
particular thing, in reference to those prayed for, 
had been the subject of prayer; I have only a 
conviction that it was for spiritual, not temporal, 
blessings ; but here, again, I cannot say what this 
conviction is based upon. But this further fact 
is certainly worth mentioning: I was more certain 
that the. prayer was answered than I . have ever 
been with regard to those prayers which have 
been consciously offered ; it is this that occasioned 
the feeling of happiness referred to. I am fully 
prepared to hear it said that this is all imagination ; 
it may be so; but it was my experience; never
theless; and to me .it was real. 

w. 0. E. 0ESTERLEY. 
Hatch End. 

II. 

I AM surprised that no one of your many 
Methodist readers has called your attention to 
a remarkable hymn in which this idea is worked 
out in a ~ery striking fashion by Charles Wesley. 
It may be found complete in vol. v. p. Io of 
the Poett'cal Works of J. and C. Wesley, It 
appears in a shorter form as No. 278 in the' 
standard edition published in I 77 2 (republished 
in facsimile in 1904), and as hymn 913 in the 
recently issued Methodist Hymn Book, in both 
cases containing five verses of eight lines. In 
the edition superseded by that of 1876 it con
tained only four verses, but in the one issued that 
year it consists of six; while in its original form 
eight verses are to be found. 

The passages which dwell upon this communion 
in sleep are the following :-

Only. tell me I am Thine, 
And Thou wilt not quit Thy right ; 

Answer me in dreams divine ; 
Dreams, and visions of the night : 

Bid my soul in sleep go on, 
Restlessly its God desire, 

Mourn for God in· every groan, 
God in every thought req~ire. 


